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Chrome

Bio Tannage

Vegetable Tanned

Chrome tanning uses a solution of chemicals, acids and salts 
(including chromium sulphates) to dye the hide.

Chrome tanning is a very quick process, taking about a day to 
produce a tanned leather, with commercial tanneries you can 
image the millions of leathers each day that are tanned around 
the globe.

This is an organic process for tanning which is chromium and heavy metal free. The use of metals and mineral tanning agents such as 
aluminium, titanium, iron, zirconium and acetic acid are used and are proving an alternative for the chrome process.

Vegetable tanning is probably the most talked about as being 
safe and bio friendly and very kind to the environment.

Vegetable tanning is probably the most traditional way of 
tanning hides. This is all done by using Italian artisans, most 
of the process is actually done by hand also making it a truly 
handmade product. Unlike chrome tanning, vegetable tanning 
can take up to 40 days to produce a piece of dyed leather.

Vegetable tanning uses completely natural ingredients such as 
a bark from chestnut trees this is to tan the leather. This means 
the finished products colour produced is of beautiful warm, 
rich tones of natural browns.

Once the Animal has been slaughtered its skin is pulled and preserved in salt to stop 
the putrefaction process. It is then sorted into quality, either the hair removed or 
preserved then tanned and finished. In any tanning process a way a skin is finished is 
done in many different ways, the most common way is:

Tanning

Vegetable tanning is normally carried out by tanneries that 
have a rich heritage of tanning hides. Some processes can 
amazingly take up to one year!  With chemicals the vegetable 
is reduced dramatically. Vegetable tanned leather is normally 
used for exclusive designers for high quality accessories like 
handbags and is normally heavier in substance from around 
2.0mm going all the way up to 5.0mm.

Vegetable tanned items gain the beautiful patina over time as 
it gains a fantastic look and its amazing characters.

First the hide is pickled by being left in acid salt mixtures 
to remove the hair, this is all before being placed into the 
chromium sulphate solution. All hides then come out looking 
light blue this is where the term wet blue’s come from these 
then have a finish colour applied.
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Nappa

Suede

Nubuck

Shearlings

There are various finishes on Nappa, but this is a generic 
name given to the grain side finish of Lamb and Cow hides, 
this type of product is the most widely used for all aspects 
of the leather industry. Nappa normally has a smooth 
surface. Methods such as washing or shrinking are then 
applied after a skin has been through all the previous steps 
and processes of tanning.

This is the wrong side of the skin, the inside of the animal 
being used.  With most suede’s the skin is split to ensure 
a fine finish to the grain that is left, the epidermis is 
sometimes finished and used as skivers this product is used 
in the bookbinding industry. All types of animal skins can be 
finished into a suede hide, most commonly is pig. Pigskin is 
used mostly in the garment trade and usually provides the 
cheapest form of product as this is widely manufactured in 
the Far East where most of the skins come from.

This article is produced on the grain side of the skin mostly 
using very high quality leather, the grain is buffed to give 
a sueded look. During the 90’s this was very popular for 
both Mens and Ladies garments and also used widely in the 
shoe industry. Recently there has been a resurgence with 
this product and its proving to be a very popular item once 
again. The drawback of this item is that it can stain easily 
and therefore needs a stain resistant finish applied like the 
Nubuck Guard from the Leather Repair Company.

A generic name given for the wool skins used mostly in the 
garment industry as the fur is on the grain side the most 
effective finish is suede, but most finishes can be applied to 
the flesh side. For this item prices are high currently due to a 
strong demand and low kills.

Finishing
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Aniline

Nubuck

Pigmented

Kid

This is drum dyed skin and chemicals are put into the 
drum and finished by drying naturally. Only the highest 
quality of skin type is used in this process and the touch is 
always luxurious and superb. This skin type does have its 
drawbacks as it can stain easily this again to lengthen the 
life and to protect the life of the skin is best coated with a 
stain resistant finish, like the Aniline Guard from the Leather 
Repair Company. Make sure you follow the correct leather 
procedures for this.

Produced using the grain side, the grain is buffed to give a 
suede finish, but stain quickly and requires a stain resistant 
coating applied. You can use the Nubuck Guard from the 
Leather Repair Company to protect the finish. Nubuck is a 
special finish follow the correct leather care guidelines.

This process is first base dyed then dried and pigmented 
with a spray similar to the process used in car industry and 
furniture trade.  Follow correct leather care instructions for 
pigments leathers.

Is a generic term for a small / medium sized goat mostly 
used in the shoe and handbag trade / industry. Obtain the 
correct leather care advice for this type of leather.

Applications



Goat

Quality

Cow Pigskin

Lamb

The Indian Subcontinent produces very high volumes of 
goatskins for suede, nappa or kid. Nigeria make the most 
consistent product and is prized in Italy and throughout 
Europe as an item. Goat skins from Greece, some people 
regard as the best in the world and this is also our opinion 
and what we use.

The best quality in Cow hides comes from European 
stocks, while the bulk of cow nappa for all trade types 
emanates from Brazil, USA and South America.

The majority of this comes from the far east China being 
the largest producer of skins, this si then followed by Korea, 
Taiwan and Japan and in that order of production.

With Lamb skins the premier hides are probably Spanish 
Entrefino or South African cape. These produce reasonable 
wool / Shearlings but the grain nappa is always superb. 
Most other domestic producers have varying qualities 
European tends to be higher followed by New Zealand, 
Middle East then Australia. 

 Origins
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All skins are given a grading on a 
table from A to H

Skins are normally sold on a basis of an 
A / B selection process, but this would 
include lower grades as well.

Grading has no reflection on the type of 
leather produced most leathers are seen 
on a TR basis, this is known as table run.

It’s clear that the higher price of a skin would 
naturally reflect in the pricing structures.



Seek professional advice when you are considering cleaning all types of leather. A 
lot of products are diy items and can damage your leather items very quickly, most 
are just watered down and contain no protection at all, do not use wipes they can 
damage your leather & do not use peanut butter as a lot of people suggest you do.

Leather Care
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Its best to speak to a professional for the best in leather care 
advice, we don’t charge to give leather care advice we are more 
than happy to help you top protect your investment.

The picture below shows you what can happen to leather 
items that are not cared for correctly, to protect your leather 
obtain professional leather care and advice.

If you look after your leather correctly you’ll not only increase 
it’s life span but also beautify it’s appearance. Whether this is a 
brand new leather item, post repair or damaged item. You can 
go to our leather guides and leather care tips to care for your 
leather correctly.

The most important aspect of leather care is: leather cleaning. 
“How do I clean my leather?” is a question we get asked 
multiple times. Simple follow our comprehensive Leather Care 
Plan

We also offer a complete Leather Guard system to give your 
Leather the correct leather care it requires and deserves.

Using the correct products is a good start for the best leather 
care, to clean the leather use a good leather cleaner  for a good 
leather conditioner use a good protector


